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SLAY THE DRAGON of WRITER'S BLOCK!#1 bestselling author Jackson Dean Chase shares the

magic every writer needs!Fulfill your destiny with the Fantasy Writers' Phrase BookÃ¢â‚¬â€•it's the

perfect weapon to inspire creativity for writing Fantasy Action, Adventure, and Medieval Historical

Fiction.Arranged for quick, easy reference, you get over 3,500 heroic ways to describe combat and

more, including: Blades, Bows, Fistfights, Magic, Monsters, Treasure, etc.!Plus it contains emotions,

weather, wild animals, writing exercises, and tips and tricks for creating more effective fantasy

fiction.Before using this book: "The battleaxe hit him in the chest."After using this book: "The

battleaxe crunched through his ribcage and slammed him into the wall."Or, take this boring

sentence: "The archers aimed at the enemy and fired."And turn it into: "The arrows screamed and

the sky grew black with death."The Fantasy Writers' Phrase Book is the perfect tool to banish even

the most stubborn case of writer's block.When you buy this book, you're not just getting a reference

guide, you're unlocking a proven, cost-effective solution to save time and generate more ideas than

any other fantasy adventure and historical fiction guide on the market.Try it now. Unleash the power

and decide for yourself!This inspiring book arms you with the mental magic you need to describe the

perils of combat, emotions, and more. It works for all kinds of magical or medieval worlds,

including:Epic High FantasyGrim Sword and SorceryHistorical FictionAlternate HistoryBONUS:

Contains incredible fantasy author advice, writing exercises, a medieval insult generator, how to

address the different ranks of nobility ("Your Majesty" vs. "Your Highness," etc.), and more.The

Fantasy Writers' Phrase Book is the holy grail you need to forge bestselling adventures. So what

are you waiting for?Accept the quest and fulfill your destiny!(* IMPORTANT NOTE: This book's

content overlaps with the Horror Writers' Phrase Book, the Post-Apocalypse Writers' Phrase Book,

and the Action Writers' Phrase Book, also by this author. Each book in this series is a stand-alone

product, and you may not need to own more than one. There is significant new, revised, and

expanded material introduced in the Fantasy Writers' Phrase Book not covered in the previous three

books, such as how to write steampunk golems, etc.Here's what readers have to say about the

Writers' Phrase Books series:"If you're a writer, content creator, blogger, or just looking to expand

your knowledge and vocabulary, this is a really great piece of work."--Kindle reviewer"...Made me

feel even I could write a book... [These guides show you how] to grab a readerÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s attention

and hold it."--Tome Tender"...A useful tool for any writer to have in their box of tricks. It's also a fun

read and a way to kick start your creative juices."--Kindle reviewerHow Do I Use This Book?This

book isn't designed to replace your creativity, it's intended to enhance it:Use the descriptions as

writing prompts.Use the descriptions "as is" or you can mix-and-match to create new ones.Reading



the book can help you beat writers' block!
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A writer who actually helps other writers with their writing, through his writings. Awesome!

I received a free copy of this book for a fair and honest review.Let me say from the outset that I am

a fan of phrase books. I think, used in the right way, they can be a source of inspiration and act as a

springboard for an author to invent new, rich phrases for inclusion in their books. The book focuses

on epic/high fantasy plus sword and sorcery. Saying this, there's a large cross-over benefit with

horror and noir. As with the horror phrase book, there is a large section related to dying or being

wounded as a result of all manner of weapons. But it doesn't stop there. We're given phrases to

describe emotions, people, problems, monsters - the list goes on. Each is phrased with the fantasy

genre in mind so that the author's using the examples stays true to form and setting. Chase has

worked hard to make this volume cohesive and extensive. I recommend it to all writers, aspiring or



established.

Fantasy Writers' Phrase Book is just one in a series of How To Books that Jackson has written for

other authors, bloggers, or even college students specializing in writing courses. You can give

Jackson a few words and he can make up a dozen different sentences, all action packed or

whatever you need, and they all mean the same thing. The ability to learn how to do this can do

nothing but help your books, blogs or whatever be more interesting to your readers. Plus it will hook

your readers immediately. The versatility that Jackson displays never ceases to amaze me. This

book can do nothing but help you. Go ahead and buy it. Believe me you won't be sorry.This book

was given to me in exchange for an open, honest review.

I can see this being an extremely helpful book for fantasy writers of all kinds. I've never used this

kind of aid before, but I might start. Especially when I have to think of a way to kill someone with a

sword for the twentieth time. I can also see it being useful when you have to describe something

your readers have already come across multiple times, and do it in an interesting, unexpected way.

Especially when it comes to conveying emotion; you tend to see a lot of stock phrases, and this

book will jolt you out of those. It's organized in a helpful way, to make it a handy reference.My

quibbles are pretty minor. One was that some of the phrases seemed a bit cliche to me- the kind of

stuff you see over and over again in fantasy.Or they were a bit more flowery than anything I would

use. But even phrases where my first impulse was, "I would never ..." gave me a jumping-off point

for something I might be able to use. It's just a matter of personal taste and style. And it's very

possible that the cliches are popular for a reason.The other quibble was that there were whole

sections I had to skim through rather quickly, due to the extremely graphic descriptions of violence.

This is by no means a shortcoming, and probably necessary to aid those authors who are writing

graphic violence. I'm just squeamish. :-) If you are too,prepare to page forward quickly when you get

to the Torture section.Overall though, a useful addition to any fantasy writer's collection!I received a

free copy of this book in exchange for my honest review.

I received a free copy of this book for a fair and honest review.As any writer knows, finding the right

word is like hunting for a needle in a haystack. But if you're like me, a budding writer hopeful for that

elusive publishing contract, hunting for the right phrase is like searching for a needle in a

barn.Jackson Dean Chase has helped us budding writers combat this peculiar problems. There are

other phrase books, but these volumes stand out. The Fantasy Writer's Phrase Book is no



exception, He has created inspirational, compelling word pictures that help pull you back into your

story. Especially helpful when your muse has decided to take a three month vacation to parts

unknown. My current WIP ( coincidentally a fantasy novel) would be lost without it.

This is a helpmate for writers. It breaks the plateau if you're struggling with writing in a different way

that hasn't been written before. I'm a new author, so I'm like sitting in front of my computer like okay,

I have a story, I have my characters. But I need more words!!! Words that standout! I'm constantly

trying to find the right words to stream eloquently, but at the same time EXCITING!!! And this book

does that! Well done! This takes a lot of work to come up with this. You're a blessing to us authors!

Thank you!

Another inspiring book for authors by Jackson Dean Chase. Authors have to make every sentence

count. Jackson gives so many ideas and suggestions under a vast array of topics for fantasy and

medieval writers. I'm not into writing fantasy, but turning the pages shows how exciting every

sentence can and should be. As an author of conspiracy thrillers with a medieval mystery twist, I

found myself making reams of notes for possible fight scenes. If you need to spice up your book

with action packed verbs, you need this book! I received this book free in exchange for an honest

review.

Its a phrase book. Any writer worth his pen doesnt need this book. Heres an

example.SwordfightsThe strike of the swords clannged in the dim light of the alley.Enjoy.
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